Studio

								GREETINGS FROM
								DEAN JOSEPH H. SEIPEL
								As this issue of Studio goes to print, we officially
								open our new Depot building and present its
								incredible inaugural exhibition, which you can
								
read more about on the back cover. The historic
								former trolley station offers new interdisciplinary
								options for VCUarts students with amazing
								facilities, including a student gallery, sound
Dean Joe Seipel with VCUarts students shortly after
								and
motion capture studios, offices and
crossing the finish line at the VCU Broad Street Mile.
								studio
space for our CoLab internship
Photo by Alexander Kreher
								program and Creative Entrepreneurship.
With the addition of 6,000 square feet of student research space, we look forward to new and challenging forms of
interdisciplinary research across disciplines in the School of the Arts as well as connections across the VCU campus.
There is also a new state-of-the-art 8,000-square-foot dance studio as wellas offices and studios for the Department of
Kinetic Imaging. And to keep us all well caffeinated – a wonderful locally owned coffee shop!

We’re also excited about a new VCUarts partnership with In Your Ear recording studio. The Advanced Media Production
& Technology Certificate Program is for college graduates seeking additional knowledge in digital audio and video
production, and a continuing education opportunity for professionals working in the fields of advertising, marketing and
entertainment. If you’re interested, please contact In Your Ear (lobe.com/AMPT).
In June, we broke ground on the VCU Institute for Contemporary Art, scheduled to open in 2016. If you’ve been reading
Studio these past couple of years, you know that the ICA, designed by Steven Holl Architects, will be a game-changing,
non-collecting institution at the corner of Belvidere and Broad Streets. There’s a construction camera on the ICA site
(ica.vcu.edu) where you can watch the progress in real time.
Our research efforts have increased dramatically, with the assistance of our tireless research team. I’m pleased to
announce that VCUarts will hold the Alliance for the Arts in Research Universities (a2ru) National Conference in
January, 2015, where 130 students and faculty from across the country will gather. VCUarts and VCU healthcare
entities have now collaborated on more than a dozen projects and we’re spreading the word about these innovative
efforts. At the VCUarts campus in Qatar, the biannual Tasmeem Design Conference will take place in March 2015
(see page 2).
Over the last year, VCUarts faculty, students and alumni have been engaged in a conversation about the future of arts
education and how VCUarts will continue to be a leader in the field. This coming year we will look to some interesting
opportunities including the addition of a BFA and a BA in Interdisciplinary Arts.
Our faculty, students and alumni continue to make important contributions to the cultural landscape. On the following
pages you will get glimpse of the amazing creative spirit that is the heart and soul of VCUarts… enjoy!

			Joe Seipel
			
Dean, VCU School of the Arts

ON THE COVER

VCUARTS:
LOCATED IN
THE HAPPIEST
CITY IN THE U.S.
Richmond, VA was recently named
one of America’s happiest cities by
the National Bureau of Economic
Research (2014), but RVA is no
stranger to accolades. Over the past
few years, the city has enjoyed the
national spotlight for several things,
like having class IV rapids flowing
through the city (“Best River Town
in America,” Outside Magazine,
2012), for being a historical
background for productions like
Steven Spielberg’s Lincoln (“Best
Places to Live and Work as a
Moviemaker,” MovieMaker, 2014),
as well as RVA’s ability to create and
cultivate talent (“The Most Creative
Mid-Sized Cities in America,”
Movoto, 2013; “Hot U.S. Cities,” The
Daily Beast, 2013; “Up and Coming
Cities for Entrepreneurs,” Forbes,
2013). Oh, and Frommers listed
Richmond as one of the top travel
destinations for 2014 (the only city
in the United States listed).

Interdisciplinary studio space, formerly train platform

OUR NEW HOME FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY
COLLABORATIONS IS OPEN
VCUarts is thrilled to have the Depot building open. On the first floor, there is the studentrun Depot Gallery and work spaces for the Department of Kinetic Imaging (motion capture
studio) and the Department of Dance & Choreography (sprung floor dance studio). On the
second floor, you’ll find our interdisciplinary studio space and offices and classrooms for
our Creative Entrepreneurship program. This program consists of courses that provide
students with the foundation to operate as entrepreneurs. The open working space is
available to any student or faculty member who needs a place to meet and create. And, we
have locally owned Alchemy Coffee at the entrance!
Since the space opened at the beginning of the semester, the Depot has been hosting a
weekly gathering Wednesday mornings, called One Million Cups. Both the university
and professional communities are invited to attend, enjoy cup of coffee, meet others and
listen to two entrepreneurs tell their story. This event led to a connection between the
owner of NimblePitch (nimblepitch.com) and CoLab, which operates in the Depot.

ICA BREAKS GROUND WITH
PAINT PERFORMANCE
ica.vcu.edu
In June, VCU kicked off construction for its Institute for Contemporary Art with a paint
performance and giant backhoe pulling up the pavement at the corner of Broad and Belvidere
streets. That corner – and VCU – will never be the same.

Motion capture studio

The ICA will bring to campus the latest, most cutting-edge art from around the world. The
building, which is expected to take two years to build, will be named the Markel Center, in
honor of a generous gift from The Markel Corporation.

CoLab is joining forces with NimblePitch to develop a web site and mobile app to help the
thousands of Richmond visitors, and locals, navigate the VCU campus and surrounding
community during the 2015 UCI World Cycling Championships.

The ICA is meant to be a place where the community and the university can gather to exchange
ideas. The building was designed by the world-famous Steven Holl Architects to have two fronts
– one opening to the university and the other to the city. ICA Director Lisa Freiman plans to
bring a fresh slate of changing, experimental exhibitions, performances, films and programs –
both inside and outside the museum – that focus on the big issues of our time.

Dean Joe Seipel and Architect Steven Holl (in center) with ICA Campaign
Committee co-chairs Steve and Kathie Markel (left) and Pam and Bill Royall (right)

At groundbreaking, Markel Corporation leaders rode two scissor lifts 30 feet into the air
and poured paint in ICA colors onto a mural by Richmond artist and VCUarts alumnus, Ed
Trask. Then a giant stencil was pulled back to reveal the ICA logo. Afterwards, Dean Joe
Seipel broke ground to thunderous applause from the crowd of donors, arts and community
leaders, VCU administration – including President Michael Rao, students and faculty.

CoLab is an internship program that provides students with experience in hands-on
research and innovative problem-solving. Emphasis is on the collaborative development
and commercial application of products that focus on emerging technologies. Program
founders, Executive Director of Entuepreneurship Matt Woolman and Director of
Academic Technology Andrew Ilnicki like to refer to the CoLab as an “anti-disciplinary”
learning experience, because no project fits neatly within any discipline defined by the
university. The program flips the classroom by inviting industry inside – and the Depot
is the perfect venue that can allow this to happen as it is unlike a formal, traditional
university building.

The Depot is the ideal venue for another CoLab project too. A team of students is
collaborating with VCU Center for Human Simulation and Patient Safety on the
technology device known as Leap Motion, to develop a way for medical students and
surgeons to train and practice surgical skills that require specific hand and arm motions,
such as suturing and laparoscopic surgery.

Sprung floor dance studio

And this is just the beginning! We invite you to stop by the Depot at 814 West Broad Street
and see the truly impressive space and work taking place in this former trolley station.
Photos by Lee Brauer
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ANDERSON GALLERY
2014–15 EXHIBITIONS

FORECAST

September 5 – December 7, 2014
Amy Balkin | Adriane Colburn | Blane De St. Croix | Mark Dion | Julie Heffernan |
Gideon Mendel
Forecast brings together a wide range of recent work by six artists whose creative
practices are propelled by keen attention to the insidious effects of human impact
on the planet, in light of climate change and escalating environmental devastation.
Certain participants tap the narrative potential of their respective mediums to relay
stories critical to our times, while others pursue research-based work that involves
participating in scientific expeditions or interacting with specialists in the natural
sciences. Their intent to foster dialogue between disciplines, aimed at placing
environmental and related issues in the cultural realm for discussion, parallels
similar developments gaining traction on most academic campuses. As Mark Dion
observes, “Science is very good at telling us how things work and what things are…
but art can express how we as a society and as individuals feel about that.” He and his
fellow artists employ irony, humor, metaphor, allegory, and other uniquely artistic
tools to probe formidably complex experiences.

MYRON HELFGOTT: AN INVENTORY
OF MY THOUGHTS

January 16 – March 8, 2015

All three floors of the Anderson Gallery will be filled for this retrospective of
sculptor Myron Helfgott’s work – spanning the early 1970s to today. Helfgott
incorporates audio, kinetics, photography, assemblage, projections and traditional
sculptural materials to address such diverse subjects as the self-portrait,
landscape painting and gender and age transformation. “Trying to harness the
diverse content and materials in these sculptures,” he says, “is like trying to
organize debris at a picnic on a windy day.”
Above: Gideon Mendel, Christa and Salomon Raymond Fils, Decade Village, Haiti, September 2008; c-prints, 36 x 36 inches.
Courtesy the artist. On view at VCUarts Anderson Gallery, September 5–December 7.

arts.vcu.edu/gallery
907.5 West Franklin Street
Curated by Director Ashley Kistler

FERNÁNDEZ SOLO SHOW
AT MASS MOCA IS A
UNIVERSE IN BALANCE
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
Photo by Noboru Morikawa

Teresita Fernández’s latest and largest
solo show of new work at MASS MoCA,
As Above So Below, is a series of		
immersive interconnected installations.
The 1992 Sculpture + Extended Media
MFA alumna describes the work as a
universe in balance. The exhibition
demonstrates her remarkable ability
to transform materials and their 		
surrounding architecture into an
enveloping perceptual experience.

A trio of large-scale, landscape-informed installations, is elaborately
detailed through exploration of graphite and gold. Alongside these
dramatic architectural interventions, the exhibition includes drawings
made with India ink on reflective gold-chromed panels from
Fernández’s most recent series, Golden. These works continue the
artist’s inquiries into landscape painting, mining, the connections
between the cosmos and the subterranean and the cultural significance
of gold, and will be on view through April 5, 2015.
Fernández serves on the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts and is the
youngest artist commissioned by the Seattle Art Museum for the
Olympic Sculpture Park where her permanently installed work Seattle
Cloud Cover allows visitors to walk under a covered skyway while
viewing the city’s skyline through optically shifting multicolored glass.
Her exceptional work has earned her a 2005 MacArthur Fellow in
addition to other prestigious awards.

A native Chicagoan, Helfgott received undergraduate training in architecture and
later switched to sculpture, completing his MFA at Southern Illinois University.
Helfgott joined the faculty of the VCUarts Sculpture Department in 1968 and has
been a creative mainstay of the Richmond arts community ever since, while also
exhibiting in numerous venues around the country. Now professor emeritus, he
retired from teaching in 2003.
Photo by David Dashiell

ALLIANCE FOR THE ARTS IN RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES

VCUQATAR INTERNATIONAL
ART & DESIGN FESTIVAL
Tasmeem Doha, March 8–12, 2015
tasmeemdoha.com
Tasmeem is VCUQatar’s biennial international
art and design conference focusing on unique
and contemporary art and design themes. Each
conference explores new ways of thinking, making,
seeing and learning. The 2015 edition will focus
on the theme of “playfulness” by using an Arabizi
word “3ajeeb!” (ahh-jhee-b), which is a common
expression meaning “strange in a strange way, cool
in a cool way and slightly weird in a slightly weird
way.” There will be three days of workshops with
artists, designers, musicians, writers, tinkerers
and playful thinkers; one day of presentations and
creative speakers who will inspire; and one day of
exhibitions, playful interactions and performances.
And, for the first time in Tasmeem’s history, related
events will take place at VCUarts in Richmond and
select student work from Doha and Richmond will
be exhibited during Tasmeem, and featured in the
publication that will follow.
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NEW PHD
CONCENTRATION:
ART EDUCATION
arts.vcu.edu/arteducation
Beginning in Fall 2015, the Art
Education concentration of the
Ph.D. in Education will allow
students to connect contemporary
theories and philosophies,
practical and professional
experiences and original research
to develop an area of expertise.
The program distinguishes itself
by integrating urban community
engagement, digital and emerging
media and research and assessment
in diverse settings. Graduates will
be highly qualified to serve in
teaching, research and leadership
positions at universities and in arts
and education organizations.

FACULTY ATTEND AND PRESENT AT
NEXT UP…HOSTING!

a2 ru AT CONFERENCE.

a2ru.org
VCUarts faculty members from Richmond and Qatar will be out in force this fall to present some of their research
projects at the 2014 a2ru National Conference. This is an opportunity for faculty, deans, administrators, funders,
leaders and students from any discipline who engage in arts-integrative interdisciplinary efforts to convene and
share ideas, best practices, research and creative work.
Mapping Color: Robert Meganck/Matt Wallin
Arts + Health Panel chaired by Aaron Anderson: Semi Ryu,
Matt Woolman, Morgan Yacoe, Sara Wilson McKay and Kristin Caskey
Synesthesia: Lea Marshall and Judith Steel
Envisioning Ecology: Laura Chessin, Robert Meganck, Dan McGarvey and Ellen McMahon
Future of Partnerships with Research Universities: Sarah Cunningham
Art and Artifacts: Immersive and Interactive Technology in the Preservation and
Memorial Union Engagement of Built Cultural Heritage: Diane Derr, VCUQatar
From Commission to Social Movement – Research-led Design in Action: Haneen Al Sharif,
Hadeer Omar and Patricia Duignan, VCUQatar
And, in January, 2015 VCU will be hosting the a2ru Emerging Creatives student conference, which will bring
together students from across the country who want to explore creative transdisciplinary collaboration as a
means to help make the city of the future. This is a tremendous hosting opportunity, as VCUarts is becoming
known as a hotbed of arts research and collaboration.
VCUarts STUDIO
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RILEY IS WEBBY AWARD HONOREE

CORIN HEWITT TAKES
HOME ROME PRIZE

evolution-of-silence.net

Sculpture + Extended Media Assistant Professor
Corin Hewitt, has received the 2014–2015
Chuck Close Rome Prize for Visual Arts. He will
be provided with a fellowship that includes a
stipend, a study or studio, and room and board
for up to two years in Rome, Italy. The Rome Prize
is one of the most important and internationally
respected opportunities for an arts professional.
Congratulations, Corin.

Kudos to Rachele Riley, MFA alumna from the Department of Graphic Design, for
recognition of her web-based project on the nuclear destruction of Yucca Flat, The
Evolution of Silence. Her work has been selected as an Official Honoree in The 18th
Annual Webby Awards in the NetArt category.
The Webby Awards are hailed as the “Internet’s highest honor” by The New York
Times. The Evolution of Silence was exhibited in the Art Gallery at the 2014 SIGGRAPH
Conference and Exhibition in Vancouver, BC.
On March 17, 1953, fifty mannequins withstood the impact of a nuclear bomb, named
Annie. Images of these early test dummies made the force of nuclear explosions
visible. The Evolution of Silence attempts to address the scale of damage brought
about by 41 years of post-World War II nuclear testing at the Nevada Test Site (from
1951–92). That site is 65 miles northwest of Las Vegas, NV. The Evolution of Silence
presents a non-linear map and interpretation of the area’s destruction, and an
opportunity to explore this restricted desert landscape.
I have chosen to engage the 828 individual nuclear detonations that occurred in
Yucca Flat, in ways that other documentation of the Nevada Test Site does not — the
transformation and the traces and fragments of what occurred. -Rachele Riley

POIGNANT PHOTOS DOCUMENT
EXPERIENCE IN BOTSWANA
ingaschunn.com
In the summer of 2013, Photography and Film senior Inga Schunn spent
two months with Peace Corps volunteers in southern Botswana, helping with
various projects and volunteering her services to a local non-government
organization called Springboard Humanism. She worked with the group that
hosts six girls from remote villages for a year, providing them with free food,
shelter and companionship, with the goal of helping the girls pass their exams
and offer opportunities to learn about entrepreneurship and instill a sense of
confidence.
Schunn learned about traditional Tswana culture, storytelling and the
role of women in Botswana’s society. Through interviews and multiple
visits, Schunn gained the women’s trust and heard their stories. Many were
enthusiastic to participate, stating that they thought it was empowering
to be photographed as the VCUarts student discussed openly that she was
photographing in hopes of displaying her adoration for their strength,
trading her craft for theirs. Others preferred to remain anonymous, but
Schunn promised she would somehow send them their photographs.

Photo by Inga Schunn
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The women I spoke with were open, showing no hesitation in sharing their
sense of family, always welcoming me into their friend groups. I am humbled
by the Tswana culture’s ability to trust foreigners, always with a smile and
song. I have combined the portraits and various landscape images into one
book. With the help of an Indiegogo campaign, I was able to send a copy of
the book in order for the portraits to be seen by the various women who were
so gracious as to share their stories with me. -Inga Schunn

FEDERAL GRANT FOR DIGITAL GAME
DESIGN PROGRAM
FACULTY’S ANIMATION GARNERS
INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION
Communications Arts Assistant Professor Ying-Fang Shen’s animation Humanexus,
an overview on the history of human communications, has received 13 international
awards for excellence including: Best Animation, 2013, Whitelight’s International
Short Film Festival, County Antrim, Northern Ireland; and Best Director Award, 2014
Macon Film Festival, Macon, Georgia.

The National Endowment for the Arts recently awarded Art Education
Assistant Professor Dr. Ryan Patton, a $20,000 Art Works grant to
support Learning from Digital Game Design, a program that will train a
group of public school art teachers in Virginia to deliver game design in
their classrooms throughout the state. The NEA received 1,515 eligible
applications for Art Works grants, and Dr. Patton was one of only 866
grantees nationally. Learning from Digital Game Design builds on
a successful game design program for young people that Dr. Patton
developed and delivers each summer at the Smithsonian.
VCUarts STUDIO
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PAINTING MFA AWARDED TOBY
DEVAN LEWIS FELLOWSHIP
Photo by Mallory Benedict

adrianeconnerton.com

MANY FROM VCUARTS SPEAK AT TEDXRVA

We are pleased to announce that the recipient of the 2013–2014 Toby
Devan Lewis Fellowship Award is Adriane Connerton, a Painting
+ Printmaking MFA graduate. The fellowship provides a generous
one-year $10,000 stipend. The review panel provided the following
commentary about Adriane’s exhibition:

E
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“A painter who began experimenting with digital media only a year
ago, Adriane Connerton masterfully combines multiple channels of
video in two large projections and across six monitors to create a truly
immersive environment for her 2014 thesis exhibition. Connerton’s
complex, yet seemingly effortless choreography of image and audio
enthralls even as it deeply unsettles, activating the entire space with
one seductive view after another.”
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!
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S
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Toby Lewis is well known for her philanthropy in the arts, and this
fellowship is granted to the ten best schools of art in the country. MFA
students who are poised to graduate from fine art programs are eligible.
Photos by Terry Brown

Photo by Dave Parrish

TED, a platform to share ideas, offers the opportunity for locally organized
events. The Richmond version, which took place in the spring, and
appropriately named TEDxRVA, brought several passionate Richmond
speakers as well as international guests to the stage. Speakers with ties to
VCUarts included:
Carmen Jones, shown above, Fashion Design & Merchandising student and
VCUarts tour guide: Redesigning the Skin I Am In. (Check out her short talk it’s amazing.)
Morgan Yacoe, Sculpture + Extended Media alumna: Building Medical Molds
to Aid in Surgery. Morgan’s work is featured in the inaugural Depot Gallery
exhibition The Tapia Twins: Bringing Together Art & Medicine. See back panel
for more information.
Dr. Tawnya Pettiford-Wates, Theatre associate professor and founder/
artistic director of The Conciliation Project: The Naked Truth.
Dr. Lisa Freiman, shown at left, VCU Institute for Contemporary Art director:
Defending Imagination.

KI ALUMNUS SHOWS WORK IN VIENNA
alimiharbi.com
Photo by Nicole-Anne Keyton

ILLUSTRATOR’S FIRST BOOK GARNERS AWARD
We’re proud to report that 2008 Communication Arts alumnus, Theodore Taylor,
III, won the Coretta Scott King/John Steptoe Book Award, for When The Beat Was
Born: DJ Kool Herc and the Creation of Hip-Hop. In his first illustrated book, Teddy
was able to combine his love of music with his love of art. Teddy commented, “I
think it’s a good starting point for kids to learn about the history of hip-hop, a
music and culture that has become a large part of peoples’ lives around the world.
I’m hoping this will open the door to creating more books.”
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CINEMA STUDENTS LEARN FROM
ACTOR BURN GORMAN
On the final day of the 2014 Summer Intensives, VCUarts Cinema
students had the opportunity to attend a seminar with actor
Burn Gorman (Torchwood, The Dark Knight Rises, Turn, Game
of Thrones), shown right talking with Shannon Laribo (left) and
Jennifer Heins (center), in which he shared his insights on acting,
casting and directing.

Ali Miharbi, 2010 Kinetic Imaging MFA alumnus, just completed an
exhibition at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna as part of his
residency at Quartier21. The piece, Stroke, is a continuation of recent
works where machines carry out repetitive actions, such as whipping or
tickling the walls of the exhibition space. The anthropomorphic approach
toward the architecture of the exhibition space in previous works has been
eliminated in favor of focusing on the sounds of glass in contact with other
objects. This way, the emphasis is shifted from the boundaries of the space
to the transparent layer between the viewer and the piece. The exhibition
is in the framework of MQ Summer of Sounds 2014 in collaboration with
the exhibition project Connecting Sound Etc. Cable Sounds, Cable Works,
Cables Everywhere curated by Georg Weckwerth.

HUGE IMPACT BY MUSIC EXCHANGE STUDENT
The VCU jazz and classical programs had a special participant this year.
Vasilije Gagovic (pictured center), a gifted bass player from Montenegro, won
the VCU Symphony Concerto Competition! Gagovic was one of two students
this year sponsored by the Global UGRAD program, which is supported by
the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and
provides emerging student leaders with scholarships to attend U.S. colleges
and universities for up to one year. Vasilije chose, as part of his community
service requirement, to teach double bass and assist with orchestra at
Maggie L. Walker Governor’s School.
VCUarts STUDIO
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VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
IN QATAR

AMERICAN SCULPTOR RICHARD
SERRA VISITS VCUQATAR
qatar.vcu.edu
VCUQatar, in association with the Qatar Museums Authority (QMA),
welcomed acclaimed American sculptor Richard Serra, to campus
for a lecture in April. The lecture focused on Serra’s bodies of work
in sculpture and drawing, including his large-scale, site-specific
sculptures for architectural, urban and landscape settings, which have
been celebrated around the globe.
QMA had invited Serra to exhibit in two cultural spaces in Doha, at the
Al Riwaq Doha Exhibition space where visitors were able to experience
Passage of Time, conceived specifically for the space, and at the QMA
Gallery in Katara Cultural Village where a selection of seven sculptures
and four large drawings reflected the main stages in the development
of Serra’s work. The exhibitions were curated by Alfred Pacquement,
honorary director, National Museum of Modern Art, Centre Pompidou,
Paris and ran from April 10 to July 6, 2014.

Salam, Qatar’s leading up-market retailer, also sponsors the Salam Fashion
award, presented at VCUQatar’s annual event, to support a graduate’s transition
from student designer to a career in design. The award includes mentorship in
the development and design of two collections which are sold exclusively at the
prestigious Salam stores in Doha.

A TEACHER’S HOUSE FOR THE MEUN
PHEM SCHOOL

VCUQatar seniors now have the opportunity to take an elective
course in Arabic & bilingual type design through the Department
of Graphic Design. The course, co-taught by VCUQatar professors
Basma Hamdy and Jordan Gushwa, introduced the calligraphic
principles of Arabic script. Students developed an understanding
of lettering and moved on to draw a full basic Arabic character set,
which was then translated into a digital format, which allowed for
testing and potential professional use of the original hand-drawn
letters as an OpenType font.

Taking advantage of an opportunity to combine learning with service, the
Interior Design department at VCUQatar facilitated the construction of
teacher accommodations for the Karen hill tribe’s Muen Phem School in the
hills north of Chiang Mai, Thailand. There have been several trips to the
area in recent years, each focusing on improvement projects for the school
and surrounding community. When discussion of the school’s difficulty
with teacher retention arose, it became clear to faculty chaperones that an
on-campus house would greatly benefit the quality of education at Muen
Phem. It would likewise give Interior Design students a chance to hone
their skills in design and construction in a hands-on, collaborative way.

Students compiled portfolios of their completed typeface
concepts to be reviewed by internationally renowned bilingual
type designer, Tarek Atrissi. The mentorship carries with it the
potential for future development of the concepts for use in the
Qatar 2022 FIFA World Cup campaign.
VCUarts STUDIO

Salam International Investments hosted VCUQatar’s 15th annual fashion show
Center Front, for the second consecutive year, at their upscale Gate Mall in
Doha in April. Center Front showcased the work of VCUQatar fashion design
sophomores, juniors and 16 seniors. The show also featured three senior fashion
design students – Jame’t L. Jackson, Joseph J. Zuraf and Zhilan Noela Tian –
from the VCU Richmond campus as guest designers.

STUDENTS CREATE ARABIC
AND BILINGUAL TYPE

Instilling students with an appreciation for Arabic type design is
a key objective of the Graphic Design curriculum at VCUQatar.
“With typography being the foundation of graphic design, it is
crucial that we have more type designers in the region who are
trained in Arabic,” says Professor Hamdy. “I believe students
with a deep interest in type design can become professionals in
the field. This will allow them to contribute to the preservation of
its past, but also its contextualization for Qatar’s future.”
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VCUQATAR FASHION SHOW
CONTINUES COLLABORATION WITH
LEADING HIGH-END RETAILER

The school teamed up with service-learning facilitators Into the Wild,
while students Fahad Al Kuwari and Samira Abbas drafted designs for
the house, and longtime university supporter, Qatari architect Ibrahim
Jaidah, provided funding for construction. Participating VCUQatar
students from various departments pitched in on the project, mixing
cement, building walls, tiling and painting. The week spent in Thailand
proved enriching and instructive, according to Interior Design Assistant
Professor Maysaa Al Mumin, who said, “We use these trips to achieve
many things, one of which is to give the students direct experience with
design and construction. It vastly improves the ability to design once you
have felt the material and have learnt how to build with it. Inevitably along
the way, with teamwork, we create bonds of respect and friendships between
students as well as with faculty.”
VCUarts STUDIO
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STRONG START FOR PAINTING GRADUATE

SUCCESSFUL POTTERY LINE
HAS VCUARTS ROOTS

michael-hunter.net
Michael Hunter graduated just this year and is finding that life after grad
school can be quite sweet. Shortly before the spring MFA exhibition at the
Anderson Gallery, three of his paintings were featured at the Frieze Art
Fair in New York with Jack Hanley Gallery. The next month, the Painting
and Printmaking graduate impressed visitors in a group show at Jack
Hanley, and in July and August, the inaugural group show at Michael Jon
Gallery in Detroit included his work. He will be featured in the Renaissance
Society benefit in October. New American Paintings calls Michael Hunter a
“noteworthy artist.” We certainly think so.

lunagarcia.com
Spend just a few minutes on their blog and web site, and you
can see that Cindy and Curtis Ripley have created an ideal
melding of their talents and passions. Cindy, a VCU Painting
MFA alumna, and Curtis, formerly a VCU Craft faculty member,
met in Lubbock at Texas Tech University and married in 1972.
Seven years later, they founded Luna Garcia, a signature pottery
and tableware line, in their Church Hill home studio after Cindy
graduated from VCUarts. The couple moved to Los Angeles in
1985 with their two young children, and continued Luna Garcia
from their Venice studio. This collectible pottery has evolved into
functional tableware characterized by simple, elegant, handmade
shapes painted with satin matte colored glazes, and is featured
in fine art galleries, restaurants, stores and homes far and wide.
Additionally, Curtis’s paintings are in many public collections
including Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco; Imperial Hotel,
Osaka, Japan; and HBO, New York. You can also see his work
from time to time at Page Bond Gallery in Richmond.

When he’s not painting, Michael works on an arts-based record label that he
co-founded, called Mixed Media, which releases limited edition sound-based
projects on vinyl LPs. They are currently working on an EP with the New Yorkbased artist Kayla Guthrie. In May, Mixed Media hosted a night of stand-up
comedy at White Columns in New York City, with the event recorded to be
pressed into a record slated to be released in 2015.
The New American Paintings MFA Annual (Issue 111) features Michael along
with recent graduate students Philip Hinge, Aaron Koehn and Christine Navin.

Photo by Terry Brown

SOUTHEASTERN THEATRE CONFERENCE
RECOGNIZES STUDENTS’ WORK
We proudly announce VCU Theatre’s huge success at the Southeastern
Theatre Conference competition this year:

FIRST-YEAR STUDENT DESIGNS
LIMITED EDITION MINI COOPER
While in her Art Foundation year, Alexandra Coyle – now a Photography and
Film and creative advertising student – won the MINI Cooper original design
competition, meaning a limited run of 56 are actually for sale on the miniusa.com
website! Online voters propelled Coyle’s MINI Hardtop to the win.
Coyle says her design is, “a futuristic embodiment of light. After I went through all
the options I had available to customize the car, I went for all the bells and whistles
and created what I call a Delux model (lux means light). The most important thing I
learned during this process was just to always go for it. If you don’t make it, just try
again with all of the new things you learned throughout the process.”
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1st Place Graduate Costume Design: Isabela Tavares de Melo (MFA ‘14)
1st Place Undergraduate Costume Design: Sophia Choi (BFA ‘15)
3rd Place Undergraduate Costume Design: Kiyoshi Shaw (BFA ‘14)
1st Place in Costume Construction: Lindsey Austria (BFA ‘14)
1st Place Props Design: Chris Foote (BFA ‘15)
1st Place Sound Design: William Wacker (BFA ‘15)
2nd Place Undergraduate Set Design: Benjamin Burke (BFA ‘14)
3rd Place Undergraduate Set Design: Jacob Saller (BFA ‘14)
2nd Place Undergraduate Lighting Design: Luke Cresson (BFA ‘14)
Honorable Mention Graduate Set Design: Chris Hersey (MFA ‘14)
All of the above was achieved in competition with over one hundred
other entrants. We are exceedingly proud of the beautiful work our
students work hard to create.

WELCOME DR. E. GAYNELL SHERROD, NEW
CHAIR OF DANCE & CHOREOGRAPHY
We welcome new Chair, Elgie Gaynell Sherrod, to the Department of Dance and
Choreography. Upon graduating from the University of Wisconsin-Madison with
a BA in Psychology, she joined the dance faculty at the Buffalo Academy of Visual
and Performing Arts in New York, followed by the Philadelphia Dance Company.
After 15 years of performing, touring and teaching, she earned a MEd in dance
education and an EdD in dance pedagogy and theory from Temple University
in Philadelphia. She also holds a New York State Department of Education
Certification in School Administration and Supervision (SAS).
Dr. Sherrod is a Fulbright-Hayes scholar in dance research. Her artistic and
theoretical works are steeped in the pedagogy of dance, music and theater out
of the African Diaspora cultural traditions. She has taught at New Jersey City
University as an assistant professor, and at New York University as an adjunct
professor. As the director of dance education for New York City public schools
(2000–2003), she founded and directed the New York City Department of
Education Dance Institute. Prior to coming to VCU, Dr. Sherrod was an associate
professor of dance studies at Florida A&M University (FAMU), where she served
as interim chair of the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

Photo by Travis Fullerton © Virginia Museum of Fine Arts

MUSEUM INTERNSHIP BRINGS
MORE THAN CLASS CREDIT
Emily Driver, undergraduate student in Art History, interned with
registrar Jennie Runnels at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts to
organize archival and reference materials associated with a major
art collection recently donated to the museum. The gift, a collection
of 10,000 prints, spanning five centuries created by European and
American artists, and amassed by Richmond native Frank Raysor,
is a remarkable addition to the VMFA. Emily’s work associated with
the gift is but one of the countless experiences enjoyed by students
who have discovered that Richmond is teeming with internship
opportunities in museums, galleries, historical sites and research
libraries. Emily says, “My time at the VMFA solidified my desire to
work in the collections department of a museum in the future.”
VCUarts STUDIO
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FELLOWSHIPS AWARDED TO ARTS STUDENTS

Revere Hotel Rooftop
Photo by Bryan Barbieri

RECENT ALUMNA REAPING AWARDS
			Since high school, Rachel McCaslin knew
			
she wanted to become involved with
			
hospitality interior design. Graduating
			
in 2012 with a BFA in Interior Design,
			
she headed to New York and quickly
			
started bringing in honors. She began
			
at hospitality and design firm, BBGM,
			
where she has contributed to projects
			
including the Revere Hotel Rooftop
			
Pool Deck in Boston (shown above), The
			
New York Palace Hotel Courtyard and
			
the Marriott Marquis DC. In 2013, she
received the New Design Professionals Award, and soon after was
a Boutique 18 honoree, which recognizes the top 18 up-and-coming
hospitality designers worldwide. Even more recently, she was the
Fresh Fabrics Design winner, allowing her selected design to be
developed for the fabric company Valley Forge.
As a member of the New York NEWH (hospitality industry
network) chapter, McCaslin organized a team for the 2013 NEWH
Product Runway event, which raises money for hospitality student
scholarships. In 2014, she participated in her firm’s team to design
a table for DIFFA Dining By Design, which raises money for HIV/
AIDS research. All of the table designs were featured in Interior
Design magazine.

Six VCUarts students were awarded Undergraduate Research Opportunity
Program (UROP) summer fellowships for projects mentored by VCU faculty.
Congratulations to:
Undergraduate Research and Creative Scholarship Summer Fellowship
Leah Schmidt, Graphic Design – Discovering how Zanzibari textile designs can
bridge cultural contexts and their graphic translation. Faculty Mentor: David
Shields, Graphic Design
Hannah Huddle, Communication Arts – Communicating the overall experience
of research through various approaches using art: a case study of the Prothonotary
Warbler. Faculty Mentor: Dr. Lesley Bulluck, Biology
Erin Warner, Craft/Material Studies – Use of arduino in kinetic sculpture. Faculty
Mentor: Andréa Keys Connell, Ceramics
Undergraduate Fellowships for Community Engaged and Translational Research
Danielle Ardilla Deneys, Interior Design – Empowering youth and increasing
community engagement through permaculture/biophilic design. Faculty Mentor:
Dr. Susan Bodnar-Deren, Sociology
Global Education Office Undergraduate Research Fellowships
Ling-Lin Ku, Sculpture + Extended Media – Silk Road: Negative Space in Japanese
Gardens as Sculptural Inspiration. Faculty Mentor: Ryan Crowley, Sculpture +
Extended Media

KING RECEIVES ANONYMOUS AWARD
elizabethkingstudio.com
Professor Elizabeth King, the longest-serving faculty member in the Department of Sculpture
+ Extended Media, is one of ten recipients of this year’s Anonymous Was A Woman award, a
$25,000 grant for women artists over 40 who are at a critical moment in their lives or careers.
King plans to put the grant towards two of her long-term projects; a solo show scheduled for 2015
and a book she’s co-authoring on 16th century automaton.
King is known for combining precisely movable sculptures of the human form with stop-frame
animation in works that blur the perceptual boundary between actual and virtual object. Her
work reflects her interests in early clockwork automata and the history of the mannequin
and puppet. A former Guggenheim fellow, she has work in the permanent collections at the
Hirshhorn Museum, the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, the Los Angeles County Museum of
Art, the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.

Samantha Correa, Art Education – Historias de las Americas: Stories of Latin
American Migration. Faculty Mentor: Brittany Nelson, Photography and Film
Photo by Terry Brown

FREEMAN SHARES POSITION WITH
RICHMOND SYMPHONY

Photo by Jessica Maida

Erin Freeman joins the faculty of
VCUMusic as director of choral
activities, a newly created joint
position co-sponsored by the
Richmond Symphony, where she
continues as director of the Richmond
Symphony Chorus. This appointment
comes on the heels of a successful
seven years as the Richmond
Symphony’s associate conductor,
and will include overseeing all of the
choral ensembles at VCU as well as
vocal chamber music, and preparing
the 150-voice Richmond Symphony
Chorus for all of its performances.

Freeman is also the newly appointed artistic director of Wintergreen
Performing Arts, where she will lead artistic endeavors of the
Wintergreen Summer Music Festival and the associated Wintergreen
Summer Music Academy.
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DEPARTMENTS SHARE SCRUGGS BEQUEST
Margaret "Peggy" (Marshall) Scruggs
received her BFA in Commercial Art
in 1953. After graduating, she worked
in advertising at John Wanamaker's
Department Store in Philadelphia, PA.
Peggy was a philanthropist and longtime
supporter of VCU School of the Arts.
In 2012, she created the Margaret M.
Scruggs Endowed Scholarship Fund,
which will be awarded to a full-time
junior or senior based on merit and need
and rotated between the Departments
of Fashion Design & Merchandising and
Painting + Printmaking. In 2014, the
Scruggs Endowed Scholarship received
a $944,000 bequest from Mr. and Mrs.
Scrugg's estate. The bequest, along with
gifts toward the scholarship, will start
awarding in 2016. If you are interested
in bequesting a gift to VCUarts, please
contact Julia Carr at carrj@vcu.edu

CONGRATUL ATIONS TO THE 2014 –2015 VCUARTS FACULT Y AWARD WINNERS
It is with pleasure that we share the recipients of this year’s VCUarts Faculty Awards. Special thanks to the Selection Committee members: Deidra Arrington,
Dr. Melanie Buffington, David Holland, Matt King, and Dr. Kenneth Wood, and to those who made nominations.

Distinguished Achievement
in Service
Professor Ronald Keller
Theatre

Distinguished Achievement
in Teaching
Professor Reni Gower
Painting + Printmaking

Distinguished Achievement
in Research
Associate Professor Michael Schreffler
Art History

Award of Excellence
Professor Richard Roth
Painting + Printmaking

VCUarts STUDIO
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Thank you to all of our recent alumni who took the time to
participate in the Strategic National Arts Alumni Project
(SNAAP) Survey! Here are a few things we found out.

2014 FASHION SHOW
APTLY NAMED “IMPACT”
arts.vcu.edu/fashion

STUDENTS CELEBRATE FINISH
OF FIRST YEAR AT VCUARTS
The first annual Art Foundation parade led students, faculty, family
and friends to the Art Foundation student award and annual juried
show reception. Approximately 300 students participated, from the
Fine Arts Building on Broad Street to the new AFO Annex space on the
corner of Bowe and Broad. Students collaborated to make costumes and
performances for the end of year celebratory parade, competing for best
individual and best group parade goers. Jurors were Nicole Killian,
visiting professor from Graphic Design, and Photography and Film
Department Chair Sasha Waters Freyer.

The Virginia Museum of Fine Arts was home once again to
the riveting, sold-out, Annual VCU Fashion Show on May
4th. This year’s theme, “impact,” was chosen to magnify the
accomplishments and hard work of the VCU Department of
Fashion Design and Merchandising beyond the Richmond
community. The event’s commentator was Michael Fisher,
a VCUarts Fashion alumnus, who went on to work with Polo
Ralph Lauren and Stylesight.

Photo by Jay Paul

THEATRE ALUMNUS ON BROADWAY
hollerifyahearme.com
				
Just four years after receiving
				
his BFA in Theatre performance,
				Tidewater native Joshua Boone
				
made it to the Broadway stage
				this summer in Holler If Ya
				Hear Me. The show, which uses
				the music of rapper and actor
				
Tupac Shakur, is a non				biographical story about
				friendship, family, revenge,
				
change and hope. Boone plays
				Darius, a fun-loving hothead
				
neighborhood kid, who in many
				ways is an extension of Tupac’s
				music. Boone says of his
				experience, “It’s exciting and
				a blessing to make my Broadway
				debut in the first ALL hip-hop
musical to be on Broadway, especially with the music of Tupac
Shakur. The role of Darius allows me to showcase a lot of what I’ve
learned and am able to do, and I hope that no matter what happens
with the show, the message of the story lives on because it’s the
message that’s the most important!”

FACULTY MEMBERS SELECTED FOR VCU
SERVICE LEARNING FACULTY FELLOWSHIP
Congratulations to Associate Professor and Assistant Chair of the
Department of Fashion Design & Merchandising, Kristin Caskey and
Associate Professor in the Department of Art Education, Melanie
Buffington! They have been selected as two of the 2014–2015 VCU ServiceLearning Faculty Fellows from a competitive pool of faculty member
applicants. Caskey (pictured above, left) and Buffington were chosen
based on their past involvement in service-learning and communityengagement. Their proposed plans will enhance their community-engaged
teaching, scholarship and service during the fellowship year.
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HOW CAN YOU BECOME
INVOLVED WITH VCUARTS?

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2013–2014 WINNERS
of VC Uar t s UNDERGR A D UAT E RE SE A RCH GR A N T S

THE POLLAK SOCIETY
arts.vcu.edu/pollaksociety

Congratulations to the students and their faculty mentors whose creative ideas have been awarded funding
for the 2013–2014 grants season. Panel reviewers evaluated projects for their creativity, risk-taking and the
quality of proposed collaborations.

Join The Pollak Society, named for our founder Theresa Pollak.
Pollak Society members represent alumni and arts patrons
who have behind-the-scenes access to one of the country’s best
art schools through private parties with visiting artists and in
collector’s homes, preferred seating for VCUarts performances,
advance previews of exhibitions and more. Members also have
unique travel opportunities that connect them with VCU artists
around the country and the world.
Open Studios at the Fine Arts Building.
Photo by Zach Gibson

For more information about The Pollak Society,
contact Julia Carr, carrj@vcu.edu.

				
AFGHANISTAN’S RUBAB –
THE LION OF INSTRUMENTS
This project is intended to preserve and expose
Afghan classical music by creating a smartphone
application of Afghanistan’s national instrument,
the Rubab. The Rubab is a lute-like instrument that
dates back to the 6th Century CE and is called “the
lion of instruments” by Afghans. The outcome will
include the history of music, guides on traditional
musical styles, and play-along percussion for
improvisations.
MUSICSPACE.EDU: EDUCATION RE-FORM
THROUGH SPACE AND CREATIVITY
This project studies the effects of current
educational environments on the creative
individual. Through research, the team will
create an environment that is stimulating and
accommodating to the current generation of
students. The space will strengthen the music
community and foster collaboration between
students, while encouraging the learning process.

TEAM: Sulaiman Popal, Music; Matthew Hill,
Computer Science
FACULTY MENTORS: Antonio Garcia, Music;
Dr. Anton Brinkwirth, World Studies
AWARD: $2,500

T H E C O M M O N W E A LT H S O C I E T Y
RICHMOND’S ARTS & CULTURE DISTRICT:
DOCUMENTARY & COMMUNITY FORUMS
Students will create a documentary about the
changing face of the Richmond arts and culture
district, connecting the district’s vibrant past with
current efforts promoting diversity within the
arts. Team members will investigate the desires
and needs of community members to envision the
district’s future.

FACULTY MENTORS: Susanna Klein, Music;
Chris Arias, Interior Design

SCIENCE OF FILMMAKING
This project explores the organic nature of
photo-chemical film and the various aesthetic
qualities achieved through different processes of
filmmaking. The aim is to show young filmmakers
the creative potential of photochemical film as
a physical medium and the scientific reasons
behind the filmmaking process. Students will
attend the Handmade Filmaking Camp in
Colorado where they will work and study under the
guidance of independent filmmaker and educator
Robert Schaller. The team will then design an
art exhibition presenting their research to the
Richmond community.

AWARD: $5,000
KIDS CURATE
VCU students will work together with middle
schools in Richmond to teach what it means to have
a visual arts related career. Alongside VCU faculty
and students, the middle school children will
learn new art making, marketing and advertising
techniques and organizational skills to curate an
exhibition. The team of VCU students will create
lesson plans based on these ideas and will lead the
youth of the community to create, advertise and
curate an entire art exhibition of their own.

RICHMOND AUF DEUTSCH
Through visual and historical research, this
project will reveal Richmond’s Germanic roots to
the broader community. Curating a photographic
exhibition and producing a short publication, the
team hopes to further the public’s awareness of
Richmond’s German-American cultural history
as it translates into contemporary architecture,
religion and tradition.

TEAM: Shannon Brady, Art Education; Jane
Taylor and Ally Palmer, Creative Advertising; Leah
Schmidt, Graphic Design

TEAM: Inga Schunn, Photography & Film;
Bethany Gingrich, Craft/Material Studies (Art
History minor)

TEAM: Cody Huff and Alexander Kreher,
Film; Aaron Wilson, Chemistry and Biology;
Christopher Lewis, Painting + Printmaking;
Samantha Correa, Art Education and
Photography & Film

FACULTY MENTOR: Kristin Caskey, Fashion
Design

FACULTY MENTOR: Dr. Charles Brownell, Art
History; other community experts

FACULTY MENTOR: Dana Ollestad,
Photography & Film

AWARD: $3,800

AWARD: $4,500

AWARD: $5,000
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For more information email: carrj@vcu.edu

WHERE ARE YOU NOW?
We want to hear your story! Please upload your
picture and bio to Ester, who knows all things VCUarts:

esterknows.com/where-are-you-now
You can also browse fellow alumni profiles
and see what your classmates are up to:

FACULTY MENTOR: Sasha Waters Freyer,
Photography & Film; community mentor
Ryan Rinn, Director of Storefront for
Community Design
AWARD: $5,000

WE WILL TRAVEL TO ART BASEL
MIAMI BEACH, DECEMBER 2–5, 2014.
If you are in the area, meet up with VCUarts Dean Joe
Seipel and fellow Alumni.

TEAM: Lauren Cronan, Photography & Film;
Gabby Namm, David Reisinger and Kim
McNamee, Film; JiYoon Cha, Graphic Design;
Beverly Ware, Mass Communications; Rebecca
Begans, Anthropology; Charles Wilson and
Natalie Moles, Urban Planning

TEAM: Chanel Hurt, Music; Anthony Martin,
Interior Design; Christina Merritt, Psychology

ALUMNI

esterknows.com/where-are-they-now
To receive periodic updates and find out about
travel and events with VCUarts in your area,
be sure to update your contact information:

vcualumni.org/alumni/update

VCUarts BRAND
MERCHANDISE
Fall Birding Migrations course with instructor Paul Bedell.

T-shirts, hoodies, mugs, bags,
patches, stickers and more!

Photo by Brandi Price

arts.vcu.edu/commonwealthsociety
The Commonwealth Society, once under the university umbrella, is now
part of VCUarts. This program is for adults of all ages and offers short
courses, a lecture series, a book group, as well as domestic and international
travel. The Commonwealth Society promotes and supports the connection
between learning and life, with classes now underway.

vcuartsthegoods.com
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THE TAPIA TWINS: BRINGING
TOGETHER ART & SCIENCE
Depot Gallery, 814 West Broad Street

SEPTEMBER 5–OCTOBER 26
In November of 2011, after twenty hours of surgery, doctors from
VCU’s Children’s Hospital of Richmond successfully separated
Maria and Teresa Tapia, nineteen-month-old conjoined twins from
the Dominican Republic, who have since led healthy, independent
lives. Essential to the project’s success were collaborations between
Dr. Jennifer Rhodes, a pediatric plastic surgeon at the VCU Center
for Craniofacial Care; Morgan Yacoe, a 2011 graduate from the
Department of Sculpture + Extended Media; Kristin Caskey, associate
professor of Fashion Design, and her students; and other volunteers.
The Tapia Twins: Bringing Together Art & Medicine presented objects
and documentation from the twins’ incredible journey, as well as a
bronze sculpture by Yacoe, which invited viewers to consider the
productive potential when art and medicine are integrated.
This was the inaugural exhibition in VCUarts’ new Depot building,
the former trolley station on Broad Street, just east of the Fine
Arts Building, and just west of the forthcoming VCU Institute for
Contemporary Art. The first floor features a student gallery space, and
upstairs are facilities for our Department of Kinetic Imaging, the new
Creative Entrepreneurship Program, a sound stage, and much more,
including an impressive dance studio behind the building.
Tapia Twins at opening with translator
from World Pediactric Project.
Photo by Thomas Kojcsich

This exhibition was organized by Owen Duffy, a PhD student in the
Department of Art History.

